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Abstract. Medical Device Software (MDS) defects have caused death of patients
and continue to be the major cause of recalls of medical devices in the US and
Europe. Despite various approaches proposed to address defects, dealing with
defects in MDS is an increasingly difficult task as MDS has become more com-
plex to support a growing number of functions. To increase quality in any software
development project, it is essential that defects are identified and addressed quickly
in the early stages of the software development life cycle. Agile methods have been
advocated to increase software quality by minimising defects through their agile
practices. However, agile methods on their own are deficient in satisfying the reg-
ulatory requirements for the MDS domain. Instead, the common approach is to
integrate agile practices into the plan driven methods. Consequently, frameworks
have been developed to help developers in the MDS domain to accrue the benefits
of agile development while fulfilling regulatory requirements. Despite the adop-
tion of agile practices in MDS development, it is still unclear as to which agileAQ1

practice(s) is effective and how it is applied to address MDS defects. The purpose
of this research is to identify agile practices that can assist in addressing defects in
MDS development. This will help MDS developers to select the appropriate agileAQ2

practice(s) to address defects.

Keywords: Medical Device Software · Agile Practices · Medical Device
Software Defects · Software Faults · Medical Device Recalls

1 Introduction

In the medical domain, software is used to diagnose illness and assist health personnel
to perform numerous activities related to patient health. Software used in the medi-
cal domain and that performs its functions as a medical device is termed as Medical
Device Software (MDS) [1, 2]. MDS allows medical devices to accomplish complex
functionalities that would otherwise not be possible. For example, MDS allows medical
devices to be utilized in diverse applications, such as regulating the amount of medi-
cation that patients receive, tracking patients’ vital signs, and alerting caregivers about
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harmful drug incidences [3]. It is particularly vital that MDS must be of high quality
and reliable as any software quality issues can have significant detrimental effects on a
patient’s recovery, health, and well-being [4]. The difficulty in developing reliable and
safe MDS is evidenced in the recalls of numerous medical devices by the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) due to software defects [5]. Reliability mainly considers three
characteristics: fault avoidance, fault removal, and fault tolerance [6]. It is very difficult
to achieve reliable software considering that all software development techniques have
limitations, and none can guarantee overall software reliability [7].

Delivering high quality software is a key element in MDS domain. However, some
MDS is released with defects which only manifest when the software is used. There are
many factors that can cause systems to fail including hardware failures, and software
failures [8]. Software-related failures could be traced to different phases of the software
development lifecycle.

The purpose of this research is to identify agile practices that could help to address
defects in MDS development. We reviewed each of the agile practices individually
to gather evidence of their use and potential to address defects in the General Software
Domain (GSD). We reviewed studies in the MDS domain to identify which agile practices
were used in MDS development, including those used to address defects.

The aim of this study is to help practitioners to select and apply the most suitable
agile practice(s) to address defects in MDS development. The remainder of the paper is
organized as follows, Sect. 2 covers the background and the state of the art to software
defect identification, Sect. 3 covers agile practices used in MDS development and agile
practices that could be used to address defects in MDS development, Sect. 4 covers
future work and concludes the paper.

2 Background of Medical Device Software Development

2.1 Medical Device Software

In healthcare, the increase in diseases prevalence and shortage of caregivers has necessi-
tated the drive for faster and more innovative technological solutions to save human life
[9]. Advances in computing, networking, sensing and medical technology have led to the
dramatic increase in diagnostic and therapeutic devices in healthcare [9]. However, the
lack of proper integration and operation of these systems presented systematic inefficien-
cies in healthcare delivery [9]. Consequently, we have witnessed the rise in development
and use of software that integrated these different healthcare systems and enabled them
to interoperate. Most importantly, many medical devices are software-driven which has
enabled them to perform sophisticated functions. Moreover, software used in healthcare
can be recognized as a medical device on its own [10].

There are two types of MDS used in the medical domain: Software as a Medical
Device (SaMD) also called standalone software, and Software in a Medical Device
(SiMD) also known as embedded medical device software [11]. SaMD is “software
intended to be used for medical functions that performs its objectives without being part
of a hardware medical device” [1, 2]. On the other hand, SiMD describes a “traditional
medical device that uses software to support its functionality” [11]. Moreover, the def-
inition of SaMD by the FDA clearly specifies that “software running on a hardware
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Identifying Agile Practices to Reduce Defects 3

medical device qualifies as SaMD only if it does not drive or control the medical device”
[12].

2.2 Software-Related Medical Device Failures

Despite the availability of numerous standards related to MDS, there have been many
recalls of medical devices and medical device failures due to software defects. In 2021,
in the US, software issues remained the top cause of medical device failures accounting
for 162 (19.4%) medical device recalls [13]. In the EU, software was the top cause of
medical device recalls in quarter three and quarter four of 2021 and was the second
top reason for all medical device recalls in 2021, accounting for 408 (19.8%) medical
device recalls [14]. In 2017 software was the primary cause of medical device failures
with “one in every three medical devices being recalled because of software faults” [15].
Analysis of FDA recall data from 1999 to 2010 identified that four out of every ten
medical devices comprising software failed due to software defects [15] and from 2014
to 2016 there were 100 software-related recalls [16].

Similar studies [3, 5] also present types of software defects that occurred in medical
devices such as control flow faults and omission faults. These and many other software
defects could be traced back to the software development lifecycle. Finding and fixing
defects quickly in the early stages of software development is less expensive than finding
and fixing defects when the software is delivered [17].

2.3 Standards

MDS must be developed in accordance to national and international regulations [18].
Regulatory bodies ensure that medical products do not pose any harm to patients and
healthcare personnel. Accordingly, MDS manufacturers must adhere to numerous reg-
ulatory standards to ensure their MDS is safe. Standards are set and enforced by gov-
ernment agencies such as the FDA in the US and the European Commission in the EU.
In [19] a detailed background to numerous standards relevant to MDS development is
provided. The authors provide valuable information about how different standards came
into play and how they relate to ensure that MDS is safe. Among the many standards
that are relevant to the MDS domain, IEC 62304:2006+A1:2015 Medical Device – Soft-
ware Life Cycle Processes is of utmost significance to manufacturers as it provides an
internationally recognized standard [20]. ISO 14971 Application of Risk Management
to Medical Devices and ISO 13485 Medical Devices – Quality Management Systems –
Requirements for Regulatory Purposes are also vital to the development of regulatory
compliant MDS [19].

2.4 State-of-the-art for Software Defect Identification

Different techniques such as taxonomy-based testing exist to help manufacturers detect
software defects at earlier phases of MDS development. However, many software man-
ufacturers avoid using defect-based testing as it requires a detailed defect taxonomy that
is costly to build and difficult to validate [21]. The Association for the Advancement of
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4 M. Nyirenda et al.

Medical Instrumentation (AAMI) developed and published AAMI SW91-2018- Classi-
fication of Defects in Health Software in 2018 [21]. SW91 is a taxonomy that provides a
common language for the classification of software defects that occur in health software
[22].

While defect taxonomies such as SW91 help software manufacturers to know the type
of defects that occur in software, they do not assist in removing the defects. Techniques
are required to identify and remove the defects. We investigate which agile practices can
help to detect and remove software defects in the early stages of the software development
lifecycle as defects that slip through these phases are costly to find and fix after product
delivery [17].

2.5 Agile Software Development

Agile Software Development (ASD) reduces the risk of developing low quality software
by minimizing defects through lightweight methods that emphasise customer collabora-
tion and responsiveness to change [23–27]. ASD shortens delivery time while meeting
changing customer needs through fast feedback and flexibility to accommodate rapid
changes to requirements [27]. There are many agile methodologies such as Scrum and
eXtreme Programming (XP) [28, 29]. Each agile methodology has several practices.
For example, Scrum includes sprint and sprint retrospective, while XP involves pair pro-
gramming and refactoring [29]. Agile practices are used to ensure principles and values
of an agile method are implemented [30].

Despite the quality benefit advocated when using agile methodologies, research
reveals that using them on their own they are unable to satisfy the regulatory requirements
for the development of MDS [27, 31, 32]. To meet regulatory requirements, MDS is
typically developed in accordance with the V-Model [18, 33, 34]. However, the V-Model
is based upon Royce’s Waterfall model which is very rigid in terms of requirements [35].
To overcome this issue, MDS developers have integrated specific agile practices into
the V-Model [36, 37]. Despite the integration of agile practices in MDS development
projects, it is still unclear as to which agile practice(s) is effective and how they can be
applied to address MDS defects.

3 Agile Practices for MDS Development

3.1 Identifying all Potentially Suitable Agile Practices

We reviewed several studies to gather agile practices from the commonly used agile
methodologies as indicated in a recent report by Digital.ai Agility, (formerly VersionOne)
[38]. A study by [29] provides an extensive review of several agile methodologies that
are outlined in the report by digital.ai and discuss their practices. In [39] the authors
discuss various agile methodologies and practices they use. These studies formed the
foundation for our initial list of agile practices. We also reviewed papers such as [40]
which identified 50 agile practices that are used in safety-critical software development
and [41] which identified 18 agile practices which they called ‘universal practices’. These
and other studies such as [42] and [43] were some of the sources of an initial list of the
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Identifying Agile Practices to Reduce Defects 5

agile practices which were further reviewed to obtain our final list of agile practices. We
considered the impact that the agile practice may have on the requirements, modelling,
coding, testing and release stages as defects most often arise during these stages [44].
Our final consolidated list of agile practices is presented in Table 1. It is important to note
that while some of these practices precede the invention of agile methodologies, they are
still incorporated as agile practices in guidance documents such as AAMI TIR45 [45].

3.2 Identifying Which Practices Have Been Used in the Development of MDS

We reviewed 53 papers from the MDS domain that reported using agile practices in MDS
development. Of the 53 papers, 34 were relevant to our study as they clearly indicated
the agile practices used. The number of studies that utilised the agile practices in the
MDS domain are shown in Column 3 of Table 1. Due to size limitation, the data showing
a list of all studies and all the agile practices a study utilised cannot be included in this
paper. Nevertheless, the data can be provided upon request.

Our review of articles from the MDS domain showed that Scrum and XP were the
primary sources of the adopted agile practices. We also observed that agile practices were
generally adopted to reduce delivery time, development costs, and to flexibly accommo-
date changing customer requirements [36, 37, 46–50]. Although quality improvement
is mentioned in some studies, it is not clearly related to defects. Moreover, any quality
improvement is attributed to the general adoption of the agile practices utilised. One study
reported a 78% reduction in field defects across businesses using the SAFe® framework
[48]. However, it is unclear which specific agile practice reduced the defects, because
not all projects may need to adopt all the agile practices of the SAFe® framework. It is
crucial that developers select the appropriate agile practice(s) to address defects in MDS
development. In this regard, we reviewed each of the agile practices in our consolidated
list to uncover evidence of their use to address software defects in the GSD. The number
of studies that discussed the practice in relation to defects are shown in Table 1 column
2.

As shown in Table 1, despite the high number of studies that used agile practices
such as sprint, sprint planning meeting, sprint backlog, sprint review meeting, and ret-
rospective in MDS development, to date there is no study that discusses using any of
these practices to address software defects. The same appears for planning game and
use case. This may mean that research into these practices in relation to software defects
has not been conducted or published. It may also mean that these practices have no
direct impact on coding and testing during software development. On the other hand,
several studies used TDD, PP, unit testing, refactoring, and continuous integration for
MDS development. A high number of studies also used these practices in the GSD to
address defects. However, to date there is no study that discusses using any of these
practices to specifically address defects in MDS development. The high number of stud-
ies that used these practices in the GSD may indicate that they have direct impact on
design, coding, and testing in the software development process. Few studies discussed
using daily stan-up meeting, user story, coding standards, onsite customer, collective
ownership, integration testing, simple design, user acceptance testing (UAT), and small
releases in relation to addressing defects. Our review did not find any study that dis-
cussed using model storming in relation to defects despite the literature indicating its
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6 M. Nyirenda et al.

potential to resolve requirements defects collaboratively and quickly through creation
of models [51, 52]. Although few studies used code review in the MDS domain, it was
used in several studies for defects in GSD.

Table 1. Number of articles where agile practices have been reported.

Agile practice Defects in GSD MDS Defects in MDS

Test-Driven Development 38 14 0

Unit Testing 25 15 0

Refactoring 23 10 0

Code Review 19 2 0

Pair Programming 17 12 0

Continuous Integration 10 17 0

Collective Ownership 5 3 0

Coding Standards 5 5 0

Small Releases 4 2 0

Onsite Customer 3 6 0

User Acceptance Testing 3 5 0

Daily Stand-up Meeting 3 15 0

Behaviour Driven Development 3 0 0

Integration Testing 2 4 0

Product Backlog 2 17 0

User Story 2 17 0

Simple Design 1 4 0

Planning Game 0 2 0

Use Case 0 6 0

Sprint/Iteration 0 20 0

Sprint Planning Meeting 0 15 0

Sprint Backlog 0 11 0

Sprint Review Meeting 0 8 0

Retrospective 0 13 0

Model Storming 0 0 0

3.3 Agile Practices that Could be Used to Identify Defects

We conducted a review of each agile practice shown in Table 1 to identify evidence of
their use to address defects. We used several search statements to find relevant studies
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Identifying Agile Practices to Reduce Defects 7

in sources such as SpringerLink, IEEE Explore, ACM Library, IEEE Computer Soci-
ety, ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar. The statements included interchangeable terms
defect, fault, bug, error, flaw, failure, and anomaly. For example, for PP the following
search statements with different alterations were used:

1. Pair programming and software defects/errors/faults/bugs/failures/flaws/anomalies
2. Using pair programming to detect/identify/reduce/remove software

defects/errors/faults/bugs/failures/flaws/anomalies
3. Case study of using pair programming to detect/identify/reduce/remove software

defects/errors/faults/bugs/failures/flaws/anomalies
4. Using pair programming to prevent software

defects/errors/faults/bugs/failures/flaws/anomalies
5. Detecting/identifying software defects/errors/faults/bugs/failures/flaws/anomalies

using pair programming

Abstract and conclusion sections of studies that contained any of these terms were
read and those that discussed addressing them using agile practices were read thoroughly.
Studies that did not discuss addressing any of the terms using agile practices were
discounted. Column 2 in Table 1 shows number of studies on the effect of agile practices
to reduce defects. Overall, the reviewed articles suggest that agile practices can reduce
software defects when applied correctly. We present findings on PP as an example of
our review process on the agile practices.

Pair Programming for Addressing Defects. PP involves two programmers (driver
and navigator) working closely together on one computer, with the driver writing code
and the navigator examining it to detect defects [53–56]. The navigator also thinks of
alternatives, intervenes to supply necessary information, and considers strategic design
implications to prevent or remove defects early, reducing costs [57–59].

We examined 105 papers and found 17 that discussed PP and software defects. The
rest (88 studies) discussed a range of other perspectives regarding PP such as system com-
plexity and programmer expertise [60], development effort [61, 62], knowledge transfer
[59], productivity [63] etc. Table 2 summarises the 17 studies. The acronyms ‘IND’,
‘AC’, and ‘IND & AC’ denote that the study used professional developers, students, or
both as subjects, respectively.

Table 2. Overview of PP usage for defects.

Study type Domain Improvement No improvement

IND AC IND & AC

case study 3 0 2 4 1

experiment 0 5 1 5 1

experience report 1 4 0 5 0

survey 1 0 0 1 0

Total 5 9 3 15 2
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8 M. Nyirenda et al.

As shown in Table 2, 29% of the studies report results from industry, 53% from the
academic domain, and 18% from both industry and academic domains. Fifteen of the 17
studies report improvement in using PP to reduce software defects. These include 29%
studies from the industry domain of which 3 are case studies [64–66], one is an experience
report [67], and one is a survey [68]. A study by [69] found that PP prevents defects and
lowers the number of defects in software. They further state that the combination of TDD
and designing in pairs effectively lowered the defects. In [65] the authors report lower
defect rates for the parts of code where PP was used in comparison to other parts. They
concluded that PP helps to reduce the introduction of new defects when existing code is
modified. A study by [66] found that an increased amount of PP within tasks lowered
the number of defects and reduced the introduction of new defects. In [67] a reduction
in error rate that was “three orders of magnitude” than normal for the organisation was
achieved after PP was used. A study by [68] found that the number of defects for PP
teams was lower than for solo groups.

Four of the 17 studies are academic experiments. A study by [70] found that PP
yielded 40% fewer defects than Fagan inspection. Fagan Inspection is a group review
method that involves six steps: planning, overview, preparation, inspection, rework,
and follow up to detect defects in development documents like specifications, designs,
source code, etc., during the various stages of software development process [71]. In
[72] a lower defect count for PP teams than solo programmers is reported. A study by
[73] found that the defect densities of the PP groups were much lower than those of the
traditional programming groups. A study by [74] found higher defect reduction rates
during integration for PP team than during inspection for TSP team. Four other studies
of the 17 are experience reports from academic domain. A study by [75] report fewer
defects for PP groups as compared to second-best solo programmers. A study by [76]
found that the defect densities of PP groups were much lower than those of the traditional
programming groups. In [77] the defect density for PP group was much lower than for
solo group. The authors concluded that PP was much effective in reducing defects than
solo programming. A study by [58] reported that programs written by PP groups passed
more automated tests, resulting in less defects as compared to solo groups. Two of the
17 studies report results from both industry and academic. One of these is an experiment
by [78] who found that PP yielded 40% fewer defects than Fagan inspection. The other
study was a case study by [79] who found that PP was beneficial in reducing defects.

Two of the 17 studies did not find significant difference in defect reduction between
PP groups and solo groups. One of the two studies is an IND & AC case study that exam-
ined whether PP improves software quality in four projects [54]. The authors calculated
relative defect density in two of the four projects where defects were properly recorded.
Their results showed that in one of the projects the relative defect density between pair
and solo programming were almost equal, 7.0 defects/KLOC and 6.9 defects/KLOC,
respectively. However, a significant difference of 1.3 defects/KLOC for PP and 8.4
defects/KLOC for solo programming was noted in the other project. Thus, the authors
could not conclude whether PP lowers the defect density as the results were conflicting.
The other study examined PP in relation to thoroughness and defect finding effectiveness
of test suites [80]. The result showed that PP did not have significant impact on thor-
oughness and defect detection effectiveness. However, the author attributed the result to
the small size of the project in which branch coverage and mutation score indicator tend
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Identifying Agile Practices to Reduce Defects 9

to be insignificant as development skill alone may be enough without requiring a second
pair of eyes. Overall, the findings from the reviewed papers on PP appear to suggest
that PP can help to address defects in software development if applied correctly. The
findings also suggest that when a developer works with a partner, there is higher chance
that defects can be detected early as there is always someone examining the code as it
is being developed. In general, the positive effects of using PP for reducing defects far
outweigh the few negative effects reported.

3.4 Agile Practices that Could Potentially Help to Address Defects in MDS
Development

Our review of agile practices has revealed that certain agile practices have the potential
to reduce defects in software development. Based on review findings, the impact on
various development stages, and the fact that some of the reviewed practices have been
adopted and used in MDS development, we recommend agile practices such as TDD,
PP, unit testing, refactoring, code review, continuous integration, integration testing,
UAT, user story and onsite customer, to help address defects in MDS development.
Our recommendation for certain agile practices is also based on their ability to enhance
quality as detailed in the literature [81]. Despite limited studies on certain agile practices,
the information strongly indicates potential to reduce defects and ensure the right product
is developed. For example, UAT was commonly used in studies investigating other agile
practices such as PP and TDD because it assures customers that the developed system has
the expected components and that they are fit for purpose [82, 83]. Similarly, user story
helps define and understand software requirements correctly [84], enabling developers
to build the right software product, avoiding costly defects later in the development life
cycle [85]. We recommend applying UAT early in the development process rather than
waiting until the final release. This provides early feedback to the development team,
reducing time and rework costs by resolving the problems early before they become
bigger [86]. Coding standards and code ownership reinforce other practices such as
refactoring and PP, making maintenance easier and allowing all developers to modify
the code. TDD, PP, continuous integration, unit testing, code review, onsite customer,
and user story help identify and remove defects early in software development [87].

4 Future Work

As part of our future work, we plan to conduct extensive research through surveys,
interviews, and focus groups with industry professionals to identify agile practices that
are most effective in addressing defects. Based on the findings from this research and
the work presented in this paper, we will develop a comprehensive framework. This
framework will incorporate the most effective agile practices for addressing defects and
will be aligned with the mapping of two industry standards: SW91 and IEC62304 MDS
software development life cycle processes. Our goal is to help MDS developers detect
and remove defects early in the development life cycle, thereby preventing costly rework
when defects are discovered later during use. By implementing this framework, MDS
manufacturers can reduce the risk of defects, avoiding reputation damage and economic
loss.
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10 M. Nyirenda et al.

5 Conclusion

In this study we investigated agile practices collected from the commonly used agile
methods with the aim of identifying those that could help to address defects in MDS
development. We reviewed articles from the MDS domain to identify practices used to
develop MDS and if any were used to address defects. We found that agile practices
are generally used in MDS development to reduce delivery time, development costs,
and to flexibly accommodate changing customer requirements. We reviewed each agile
practice individually and found that TDD, PP, refactoring, unit testing, integration testing,
continuous integration, code review, onsite customer, user acceptance testing, coding
standards, collective ownership, and BDD help to identify and remove defects in the
GSD. However, no study has specifically discussed using any agile practice to address
defects in MDS development.

Acknowledgement. This research is funded through the HEA Landscape and Technological
University Transformation Fund, co-funded by Dundalk Institute of Technology.
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